
Bone, nerve, cartilage. . . all made from

scratch from stem cells found where no

one thought to look, in muscle. 

SHOWN HERE: Pitt’s Johnny Huard regen-

erated muscle fibers (red) in tissue

from an animal that models Duchenne

muscular dystrophy.  
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F E A T U R E

MUSCLE
BOUND

T H E  D R E A M  O F  R E G E N E R A T I V E  M E D I C I N E

B Y  R O B E R T M E N D E L S O N  

veryone seemed to be having a genuinely good time. Spirited con-
versations, punctuated with laughs and exclamations, reverberated
from dinner table to dinner table. Those festive sounds continued
unabated while the food servers nimbly removed empty plates

and wineglasses to make room for the cappuccino mousse. No wonder the
$250-a-plate dinner at the Pittsburgh Hilton and Towers Grand Ballroom
had been dubbed a “gala” by UPMC Health System, the event’s sponsor.

The aura was more like a wedding reception than the finale
of a three-day conference. But that atmosphere changed in a
heartbeat when the keynote speaker took the stage. 

It was not a grand entrance, but it was as dramatic as any-
thing Hollywood could concoct. A solitary figure was
wheeled to center stage from behind a black curtain. After
the ovation died down, the only sounds in the room were
shutters clicking from journalists’ cameras. Even the efficient
Hilton staff members stopped in their tracks to catch a
glimpse of the man who—despite a traumatic equestrian
accident in 1995—is best known as Superman.  

E

C E L L I M A G E   |  C O U R T E S Y  O F  J O H N N Y  H U A R D  

Christopher Reeve
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With neither notes nor a teleprompter,
Christopher Reeve addressed the audience.
Among the 520 guests in the ballroom were
local and state politicians, business and health
care executives, and—of particular interest to
Reeve—scientists from all over the world.
They had congregated in Pittsburgh for the
inaugural Engineering Tissue Growth
International Conference and Exposition to
get up to speed on the latest developments in
tissue engineering. 

Reeve spoke in a raspy voice as appre-
hension permeated the ballroom. He told a
joke about how tissue engineers were to be
lauded for their ability to have one Kleenex
follow another out of a box. His levity pro-
duced some chuckles, but his mid-sentence
pauses, which he had to take in order to
breathe from a tube, were a constant
reminder that this man’s incapacitation is
devastating. 

In a moment of introspection, he revealed
what it’s like to be Christopher Reeve: 

“When you sit here in a wheelchair,
frankly, depending on other people for almost
everything, unless you just roll over and give
up, a lot of your waking time given on Earth
is the thinking about How do I get out of
here? How do I do it? How can we do it?” 

During the next 30 minutes, Reeve, a man
who has found it increasingly difficult to turn
his attention toward things superficial, spoke
about politics, about religion, about morality,
and about what society values. He also spoke
about his unwavering belief that someday he
will walk again. 

It could happen—that was the informal
consensus of the scientists from 24 countries
who participated in the March conference. 

“I believe that the reversing of neuronal
damage is within our sight certainly,” says
Alan Russell, who is the executive director of
Pittsburgh Tissue Engineering Initiative,
which cosponsored the conference, “15, 10,
even five years ago I wouldn’t have said that.” 

Though it is his organization’s mission to
get people thinking of Pittsburgh as an inter-
national center of excellence in tissue engi-
neering research and education, Russell’s
optimism isn’t rooted in a regional rah-rah
attitude. Rather, Russell, a chemistry PhD,
bases his assessment on what may be a foun-
tain of youth that exists in the body of every
human being: stem cells. It’s becoming evi-
dent to him that these immature cells can be
coaxed, when in the appropriate environ-
ment, into creating tissue—nerves, muscles,
bones, and the like. The long-term vision

held by Russell and others in the tissue engi-
neering community sounds like an Isaac
Asimov story: new hearts, new lungs, new liv-
ers, new kidneys, new knees. All from scratch.

Today, there are some tissue engineering
products available for clinical use that don’t
rely on stem cells—most notably artificial
skin and cartilage—but now the futures of
tissue engineering and stem cells appear to be
intertwined. 

“I actually believe the better term for both
of those areas is just regenerative medicine,”
says Russell, who is also a professor and chair
of the Department of Chemical and
Petroleum Engineering at the University of
Pittsburgh. 

Reeve probably doesn’t care what it’s
called—tissue engineering, regenerative medi-
cine, a miracle. He wants a new spinal cord. He
wants an elderly woman who falls and breaks
her hip to get a new hip. Not a replacement
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Recipe for miracles: Take cells from biop-

sied muscle and pour them into a culture

dish. Sift out the stem cells. Then, take the

stem cells, incubate them with tissue-spe-

cific growth factors, and place them in the

body area of your choice. Voila! You will

have a new bone, muscle, tendon, joint, or

nerve. That’s the dream.

BONE

TENDON

JOINT

NERVE

MUSCLE-DERIVED
STEM CELL

CELL CULTURE

MUSCLE

TISSUE SPECIFIC 
GROWTH FACTORS 

(E.G., NERVE GROWTH FACTORS)
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hip, but a new human hip made by stem cells. 
The work of Johnny Huard, a 34-year-old

Quebecois who was among those sitting in
the Hilton ballroom, is feeding such dreams.
Huard and his team at the School of
Medicine believe they have discovered stem
cells where no one really thought to look—in
muscle. And it looks like when they place the
cells in the appropriate environment, they
will regenerate practically any kind of tissue.

Jay Vacanti, professor of surgery at
Harvard Medical School and director of the
pediatric transplantation program at
Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston,
says Huard is “teaching the rest of the world
about tissue engineering.” 

“It’s funny,” says Huard, who is an assis-
tant professor of orthopaedic surgery and
director here of the Center for Cell
Therapeutics. “We were not looking for stem
cells in the first place.” 

His research revolved around Duchenne
muscular dystrophy (DMD), which affects
one in 3,500 boys. DMD is the result of a
genetic defect that causes muscle loss, owing
to the absence of dystrophin, a protein essen-
tial for muscle function. Typically, by the age
of five, a boy with DMD will have trouble
walking; in another five years, he will be
wheelchair bound; and by the age of 20, he
will die because his heart no longer has

enough muscle to pump blood. 
Some DMD gene therapies are making

promising preclinical strides, including inves-
tigations under way at Pitt. Yet because these
boys experience early and total muscle atro-
phy, Huard is convinced gene therapy won’t
work alone.

“If you use gene therapy to deliver the gene
[that produces dystrophin] to muscle, but you
don’t have any muscle, it will not work,”

Huard explains in his French-Canadian
accent. “This is why I base a lot of my research
in cell therapy, because I always believe you
have to rebuild the muscle somehow.” 

However, cell treatments in the early
1990s on DMD patients were disappointing.
Researchers injected eight billion muscle
cells into a patient’s biceps to rebuild muscle,
and nearly 95 percent of those cells died
within 48 hours. So in 1996, when Huard
started his laboratory in Pittsburgh with
three technicians, he had a specific goal in
mind: 

“I said, ‘If we find out a way to improve cell
survival, we are going to be great.’”

He went in search of cells with a longer life
span. For two years, he took muscle cells
derived from mice and put them in collagen-
lined flasks to find out if any of the cells
behaved differently. Sure enough, some did.
After a few hours, he found some cells coating

the flask; he called them EP—for “early
platers.” But there were others, he called LP
(late platers), which seemed to take a while
before he found them clinging to the flask wall.
Huard continued the same experiment but
expanded the time frame, first from six-to-
eight hours to overnight, then from a day to six
days. No matter the time, he always found LP
cells floating around.  

Huard knew he was on to something,
especially because the LP cells looked differ-
ent than the EP cells; they were round
instead of worm shaped. After conducting
experiments in rodent models, he realized it
was probably the EP cells that died when
injected into a patient’s biceps. He wasn’t
sure why the LP cells weren’t being attacked
by the body, why they had this immune priv-
ilege, but he had a hunch. 

For two years, he compared LP-muscle-cell
properties to those of known stem cells. Stem
cells don’t yet have the genetic configuration
to be recognized as “nonself” by the body, so
they don’t tend to set off the body’s immune
defense. It turned out the LP and stem cell
properties were the same. He had discovered a
stem cell in muscle. 

Now Huard is learning how to take the
stem cells he has found—long before they’ve
differentiated and are on their way to becom-
ing muscle—and mold them. The plan: Put
them in a bone environment, and watch them
become bone. Put them in a nerve environ-
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“When you sit here in a wheelchair, frankly, depending

on other people for almost everything, unless you just

roll over and give up, a lot of your waking time given on

Earth is the thinking about How do I get out of here?

How do I do it? How can we do it?”  

LEFT: These worm-shaped muscle cells are

called myoblasts. They hang out and wait

for a muscle injury to happen. Once that

occurs, they furiously regenerate to heal the

injury, which, in part, explains why it was

first thought injections of these cells would

prevent muscle loss. RIGHT: Muscle-derived

stem cells have successfully regenerated

tissue in various living animals.
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already seen rodents make new bone, muscle,
and cartilage successfully. 

Huard’s work could help medical science
jump many of the hurdles to using stem cells.
Researchers at first looked to embryos for
stem-cell harvests, a hotly debated proposal.
Huard’s findings mean that clinicians may be
able to secure ready loads of therapeutic stem

cells by tapping into a biceps or a hamstring.
Are Huard’s stem cells fundamentally differ-
ent from those found in embryos, which are
considered “totipotent,” able to transform
into any cell type? It’s not clear. It seems logi-
cal that any immature cells found in tissue
such as muscle would have already “decided”
what they want to be—at least narrowed it
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Michael Chancellor (left) and Johnny Huard

are dreaming big. They’re planning a busi-

ness that someday will fill orders placed by

doctors for stem cells derived from muscle.
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ment, and watch them become nerves. Put
them in a cartilage environment, and watch
them become cartilage, and so on. He has
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down to a few kinds of tissue. Yet that may
not always be the case.

It’s possible that other areas of the body
may harbor plentiful supplies of stem cells,
too. A Pitt/University of California at Los
Angeles team appears to have found stem
cells in fat, though they haven’t yet shown
those cells are able to regenerate tissue in
living organisms.

Huard’s drive became evident early on,
when he was growing up in the vil-
lage of Gascons, which he describes

as a 10-hour drive north of Quebec City. 
“Johnny’s mother told me that he was the

first to wait for the school bus, always,
always, always,” says his wife, Marcelle
Huard. 

“After school, without anyone asking, he
would do his homework right away; then,

he’d go play hockey.” In his khakis, white
turtleneck, and silver bracelet, the athletic-
looking PhD might be mistaken for a pro-
fessional hockey player. Yes, he is a fan of
Mario Lemieux.

And it’s Johnny, not Jonathan, not John.
His wife, who works in his lab as a tech-

nician, explains why. “Johnny’s grandfather
died before Johnny was born. He said to his
daughter-in-law, ‘Call your baby Johnny if
he is a boy. You will never regret it.’” She had
a girl, so the request went unfulfilled until
her next pregnancy when she gave birth to
Johnny Huard (pronounced You-are in
Canada and Hew-ard in the United States).

The father of two boys still plays hock-
ey—although now it’s on his neighborhood
street in Wexford, Pennsylvania, with his 10-
year-old. (His other child is still in diapers.)

He also still is compelled to understand
fully whatever draws his attention. He’ll put
in six days a week on his studies, often 12-
hour workdays. He talks with pride about
his accomplishments to date, yet they do
not leave him content. There’s more at stake
than laboratory victories and his seven
active grants that will generate $1 million
annually for the next five years. 

“I will tell you something,” he says. 
“I have a lab of 25 people. We are pub-

lishing a lot. I like what I do, but I think the

bottom line is—I can work with rat, mouse,
rabbit, for the rest of my life; I can publish
many papers, write books like we’re doing; but
I will never know what’s going on in humans
[without studying human biology].” So he has
formed a host of collaborations.

Michael Chancellor, a professor in the
Department of Urology, hopes Huard’s stem
cells will regenerate lost muscle in defective
sphincters  and restore urinary function.
Bartley Griffith, vice chair of surgery at the
University in addition to director of the
McGowan Center for Artificial Organ
Development, envisions the cells restoring
heart muscle destroyed by myocardial infarc-
tion. Freddie Fu, chair of orthopaedic surgery,
anticipates that they may one day offer an
alternative to artificial knee and hip replace-
ments. Each of these clinicians expects human
trials to begin within the next five years.

There are skeptics of Huard’s vision, and
the road to therapeutic use of stem cells has
conceivable pitfalls: Certainly, cancer demon-
strates that cell behavior may not be fully pre-
dictable. Also, Dolly the cloned sheep seems
to be aging faster than normal, which might
be an indication that the aging mechanism of

F A T C H A N C E
When the April issue of Tissue Engineering came out with an article suggesting that

fat harbors stem cells, the news traveled fast. Stories appeared in the New York

Times, Washington Post, and elsewhere worldwide. Coauthor Adam Katz (Res ’01)

was amazed. “I guess,” he speculates, “if you put the words ‘stem cell’ and ‘fat’

together, it’s bound to sell papers.” 

The hype may be premature, yet Katz is optimistic about the possibilities. Like

Pitt’s Johnny Huard, who discovered muscle-derived stem cells, Katz wasn’t looking

for stem cells. In 1996, as a Pitt plastic surgery resident on sabbatical, he went into

the lab to learn why fat never sustains its mass when transplanted. 

“If you put in a volume of fat the size of an apple, within months it will shrink

down to the size of a golf ball.” He also was intrigued by the similar appearance

between bone marrow stem cells and fat cells. After a while, he thought, Well, bone

marrow is just fat, the fatty space in the bone. “From there,” says Katz, “things kind

of clicked.” Stem cell research became a priority. In 1998, Marc Hedrick (Fel ’98), the

article’s lead author, who was then a fellow in plastic surgery, joined him in the lab.

After his Pitt fellowship, Hedrick continued the work in California while Katz com-

pleted his residency. Their article details the creation in a culture dish of muscle,

bone, and cartilage from fat cells. 

“It’s not a completely pure collection of cells,” notes Katz, “so the next task is to

figure out in that mixed population which cells are actually the stem cells. After that,

we need to put those cells in animal models and confirm, in a living system, what we

have seen. Then, the testing goes up the animal chain.”   —RM
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cells portends problems for regenerative
medicine. And there may be barriers we can’t
yet fathom. Still Huard remains confident.
He’s determined to get muscle-derived stem
cells out of his lab and into doctors’ offices
and helping people. 

That day can’t come soon enough for
Reeve. He closed his remarks and the
tissue engineering conference this

way: “So I come out here and I really most
of all want to express my gratitude for your
efforts to make sure that the research isn’t
self-perpetuating. Because sometimes there
is the danger that research begets more
research. . . . There may even be failures, but
we have to give our scientists, we have to
give them freedom to fail. We have to give
them that safety net because nothing great
has ever been achieved without some failure.
. . . And as somebody who could be a recip-
ient of such a difference, I tell you, I can’t
wait. . . . You really give me and many others
like me a tremendous amount of hope. Thank
you very, very much.” 

With those words erupted a thunderous
standing ovation, and Christopher Reeve was
briskly wheeled behind the black curtain. He
didn’t return for a curtain call. When it
became clear there could be no bow, no raised
hand to acknowledge the cheers, Johnny
Huard and the rest of the crowd quietly exited
the ballroom. �

“As somebody who could be a recipient of such a 

difference, I tell you, I can’t wait.”
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